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Artnotes
some coverage of architecture,

Welcome to the lirst issue of Gallery.
new magazine hopes to fill a gap

jazz,

which we feel in the visual arts
community of Zimbabwe. There have
been many endeavours over the years

design,

and poetry. We will
include reviews of events and
exhibitions, news from the local and

This

to

produce local arts publications. Arts
Rhodesia (\91^),Arts Zimbabwe (\9n),
ZED magazine ( 1 980s), The Artist
( 990s) and Smtthem African Art
(1990s) to name a few. But all have gone
1

visiting artists, in-depth analysis

of

importance of culture!) and bring a

art

scene and to seek

We have

numerous

up Zimbabwean

its

relevance

to us.

artists visiting

Barbados. Both gave good slide-talks

including recently two

sculptors, one

from India and one from

about their work but

we

are

at the

was no way of reaching

Gallery will in future issues review such
events Regional topics will be covered

understand what the

well-known

express,

how

artist is trying to

creativity, the effects

by writers such as Marion Arnold

we

all

best art critics,

of art on our

individual and collective consciousness.

Experiences and thoughts have less
in isolation We need to
communicate with one another and to
promote the view that art criticism is
"not an exercise of judgement but rather
an act of empathy."

impact

whom

one of Zimbabwe's
and Tessa Colvin also

remember

as

locally.

From

will publish articles by

our society impinges on

the

UK, we

Margaret Garlake

the

art history in

of

work being produced by Zimbabwe's
talented young artists

• provoke

debate and encourage

exchange of opinion by placing
its

•

art in

first

issue has a

narrow focus as a

capture the larger cultural resonance
so that people

who

lives within the art

•

Kahari has the services of an active and

Beginnings are also taking place at the
Goethe Institute and the Alliance
Fran^aise which both have new cultural
directors. Their impact

on the

local art

scene can be considerable. The Goethe
Institute is already playing an active role

with

promotion of the recent Adda

its

Geiling exhibition and the commission
artists to produce work for
pennanent display within its offices

Gallery

is

another beginning. Art

publications are by their nature

We

in

are seeking sponsorship

and improve

to sustain the publication

succeeding issues

to

which ue are

already committed. In essence

we

are

another bunch of optimists hoping

life

to

scope including such articles as Berry

meet the need that exists. It feels
right time Response has been

Bickle's views on

encouragingly positive with more than

art,

in

an in-depth

assessment of the annual 'Heritage'
exhibition and its supposed role in

one hundred of you subscribing

setting standards, Steve Williams with

helped

news from Bulawayo,

— thank you!

Meque

don't spend their

community can

are about to be launched onto the

in

so

like the

in faith

And also, to all those who
many different ways in

getting Galleiy together and into print,

critical

appraisal of paintings by Luis

whom

work goes

many thanks We look forward to your
comments on this first issue and your
contributions to following issues are
actively sought so that

we can

give voice

European market while

largely unrecorded locally), controversial

to the

appreciation

opinions about our status quo from

visual arts. Please contact

write with

enough passion so that
people will want to go and see for

recently graduated students, and views

Delta or send letters and articles for

themselves

on cultural identity from Trevor Gould, a
conceptual artist and white African now

Together

give insight into

link

how

their ideas

Zimbabwe's

artists think

living in

their

its

content, quality and circulation in the

and benefit through
greater understanding and

and work,

•

its

and

and Thomas Mukarobgwa (both of

participate

•

rebirth as an energetic art centre

art

social context

wait and see. Professor

committed Board member in Pip
Curling If he uses her knowledge,
energy and skill there may be the
makings of a good start.

circulation.

featunng Paul's

• stimulate a wider interest in art
• promote discussion and awareness

to

expensive to produce and limited

and work.
Forthcoming issues will be broader

making

have

network as widely as possible.

Robert Paul's old house, recording

to;

• document Zimbabwe's

shall

of three

This

We

appointment may be advantageous.

and Keith Murray who are familiar with
both the local and the British art scenes.
Writers from other African countries as
well as from Australia and Canada will
also contribute. We hope to spread the

special celebration of the centenary of

Gallery aims

in the

time there

the wider public

aware of the complexity and
ambiguity of images as well as the
diverse responses of viewers. We feel the
pleasure, stimulation and excitement of
"seeing something". We want to
all

are

larger public into the art gallery, his

intend to open

work of creative

patrons

when we

about the government's belief

Zimbabwe

artists, art lovers, art

budget

to increase the pathetic

and the wider public.

need publications to record, review,
criticise and publicise the activities and

As

them

topics of interest to artists, art patrons

perceptions of the changing international

individuals.

standing in government eyes, persuade

constantly subjected to empty rhetoric

So why create another?
Despite the problems, the fact remains
in Africa,

skills

appreciation and discussion of a range of

We also

Zimbabwe,

a fait

(particularly infuriating

with lack of readership or lack of

that the arts in

is

it

however. Professor Kahan

both recent and past work, cntical

out of print on account of finance allied

continuity.

If,

can use his political and diplomatic
to improve the National Gallery's

regional art scene, interviews with local

and

linguistics for the post,

accompli.

theatre

little

Canada

wide range of opinion on the

me

via Gallery

consideration. Gallery

is

your magazine.

we can make

it

stimulating and

successful.

and techniques

visual culture with

that of other cultures both regional

and international.
The emphasis oi Gallery will be on
painting, graphics and sculpture plus

At present the
flux with a

Gallery.

art

new

We

scene

is in

a state of

director at the National

have another

political

appointment and, while we may query
the suitability of a professor of

The Editor

D

Spatters of
piles of

oil

paint,

abandoned

sketches and paintings,
Colette Wiles remembers
life

with her father

Robert Paul

at

110 Livingstone Avenue
Among my
1

10

tiie

IS

the

early

strongest

memory

morning

memories of

life at

of Robert pamting

in

comer of
bedroom and

light near the

the verandah next to his

freely

and uncaged

verandah.

It

expressing

in that part

would perch on

its

of the

the easel,

displeasure, until

recovered from

its

it

wounds and flew away.

studio at the west end of the house. There

he would be

in his paint-spattered

positive, forward-looking, challenged; a

slightly over the rickety old deal table

great contrast to the intervening

which

despondency when he would not touch a
drawing or painting for weeks, declaring
that he could not stand painting anyway;

leant against the wall, a study in

concentration as he took a step back to

view the results, his distinguished greying
head tilted slightly in critical appraisal
The morning sun threw good light on his
work, and on the dust and rubbish that

accumulated everywhere - the spatters of
oil paint on the table, empty turps bottles,

abandoned canvases, egg shells (broken
in making the egg tempera he used),
cigarette stubs, the browning edges of
abandoned water colours, many of them

some

barely begun, fonning
one he was working on
Robert's old wooden easel used to be
propped against one of the brick pillars
and at one time was the favoured perch of

half finished,

a pile beneath the

a Lizard

Buzzard Returning home with a

friend one night, Robert noticed an

injured bird in the road, picked

brought

Above: Robert Paul, Self

Portrait,

on canvas.
Snow scene painted
oil

Right:

when Robert Paul
was about
1

years of age.

Roberts mood when painting was

dressing gown, brush in hand, bent

it

back

to

110 where

it

it

up and

lived

him it was a compulsion It was a
compulsion that was with him from
childhood: he was aware of light, colour
and texture from his earliest days Two
that for

superbly executed pictures, both snow
scenes, sophisticated and atmospheric,
survive, painted

when he was

a

boy of

about ten
After breakfast

at the circular

oak table

which was the focus of family life and
which was set in front of the fireplace
between the front door and the kitchen
door, Robert would sit m his comfortable
brown armchair opposite the propped-up
painting He would study the work with a
benign, almost content expression for a

long time, then pick

it

up, take

it

back

to

on the verandah and continue
working on it for three or more hours,
still clad in his dressing gown Sometimes
at a loss as to how to proceed, he would
ask Dreen for her opinion - "...perhaps a
the table

bit

of cloud there

would

alter

fill

"Now

mvariably say
stuff

to

He

the space".

as suggested and then

it

you've made

me

up!"

it

At 10.30 a.m. Robert would swear that he
could hear the pub doors opening, stop
working, get dressed and drive up to one
of the clubs to meet fnends in the bar
where he would stay till lunchtime.
Sometimes when work was progressing
well he didn't go to the pub but went
back to his chair, seated with his arms on
the wooden armrests, a gin and tonic in
his right hand, scarcely taking his eyes

away from

the painting balanced against

the sofa in front of him.

When

moods were with him,
was more or less taken over:
the air was redolent with the foul smell of
size being boiled up over a little hot-plate
in the kitchen, the bathroom would have
his painting

cleaned

everywhere, brushes being
in the bath,

itself filled

and often the bath

with paintings undergoing the

water treatment (removal of the unwanted
areas of a painting by the process of
gum-resist). Another smell which

pervaded the house was linseed oil, added
with turps as part of the medium to the oil
paint.

The raw

linseed oil had to be

purified and Robert used to do this by

pouring the
it

oil

onto a saucer and placing

somewhat precariously atop

(now

bleach
in not

sun

in the

He was

very interested

materials used in painting and read about

books

He

kept a collection of art

in his 'studio'.

The room which was
was a small enclosed
verandah, but

it

actually the 'studio'

area of the

very quickly filled up

with rolls of paper, paintings and
materials

As Robert

retreated out of the

artists"

painted, so he

room

itself

and onto

and when that became full,
his bedroom was next! There were
paintings and drawings everywhere, piled
the verandah,

bedroom walls, under Robert's
bed, even His bedroom was seldom

against

Top: Part of
the front verandah
that

was

Robert Paul's studio.
Above: Robert Paul
asleep in the
garden of 110.

cleaned

He

refused to put anything away,

situated in the sanitary lane at the back of

the house.

can remember then visiting

I

the dustbin with

we

together as

my

mother, giggling

retrieved

some of the
comments of

paintings and sketches with

"you never know - Robert may one day
become famous. Let's save these just in
case." And the rescued work would be
stashed away in the loft near the east
bathroom - again gathering dust until
some of them were dug out for the

Robert's bedroom was probably the room

of greatest character

now a

in the house. It is

was

respectable office/gallery, but

remembered vividly by
through

all

who passed

the shambles of dust,

it -

unmade

bed, paintings and generally dishevelled

appearance - a complete contrast to
Robert himself, who always looked
immaculate even when he had slept

in his

which he did regularly! When 1 had
left home, married and was working in
England my mother sent wonderfully
descriptive and hilarious letters of events
suit,

One

at 110.

letter

heavy session
before.

Mum

described a particularly

at the

Sports Club the night

wrote "Robert woke up

this

woman

in his bed, but a strange dog, too!

1 10 was originally like so many
Avenue houses - strictly functional,

Perhaps
other

rather dark

and

slightly depressing.

was unlike any of the other
houses in that it was large and long, and
the garden was generous in size Until the
However,

it

late 1940s there were always tenants
occupying various parts of the house and
at

one stage the big living room was

halved by a thick enormous curtain
create

more rooms

chop wood

to

water to do the washing
iron bath with claw feet
old coal stove

was used

we occupied

detritus

in the

now

to

old cast

standing in

the back courtyard of Gallery Delta.

The family was able

and general

would have

feed the old boiler for hot

sketches, paintings, bits of charcoal,

correspondence, bar receipts, empty

When we

never had any domestic help.
lived in the east wing, she

to

Dreen

for tenants

and Dreen refused to sweep and dust until
he had done so, so month after month saw
increasing levels of dust, with papers, odd

cigarette cartons

father's

the back verandah) to

only the techniques but also the

these avidly.

my

morning not only with a strange

the

corrugated iron sheets forming the
kitchen roof

intention of cleaning out

bedroom, he would complain bitterly at
first, however, once into the spint of it,
Robert would join in the tidying session,
throwing away with great gusto tliose
sketches, drawings and paintings which
he considered to be no good (most of
them); piling them high into the dustbin

Retrospective Exhibition in 1976.

the house

oil paint

occupying every surface. When I could
stand it no longer, I would announce my

metal irons for

all

to

The

heat heavy

the ironing.

to spread out once
whole house (apart from
the cottage), but Dreen's workload
doubled; the house was impossible to

the

"

keep clean. Everything

in

was

it

road from school,

I

was already a

little

my

second-or-third-hand All the tloor boards

apprehensive about the

were warped, which meant that the
carpets were cleaner, but barer, over the
upward curving edges of the boards and
since sweeping seemed to produce more

had had a few drinks he was quite likely
to say something embarrassing. We
timidly entered the living room and
approached Robert who was in his

was kept

rather than less dust, this

minimum! Dreen did

to a

the washing up

all

outside on a concrete surface which she

low garden wall

built herself adjacent to a

made

entirely of gin,

bottles!

Observing

brandy and vodka

fnend of the

this, a

commented

family once

that the kitchen

garden was pure Tennessee Williams!
Dreen was adept at adhoc improvements,

removing iron roof sheets to let more light
into the living room and getting water to
the kitchen by a hose pipe fed through the
window from the bathroom boiler Robert
insisted on three cooked meals a day
which she always provided. And then
there were many hours spent working in
the garden.

small pool, which

to build a
to

One day Dreen and

decided

I

is still

there,

cool off after the heavy digging
still

father

armchair, slumped drunkenly and reading
the telephone directory upside-down'

Fortunately, he

was

too drunk to say

anything disparaging... but
forget

my

friend's utter

shall

1

never

wide-eyed

amazement at this odd apparition She
came from a very upright household, and
had probably never seen anyone drunk
her entire

in

life.

Over the years the garden at 10 became
more and more overgrown Robert's only
interest in the garden was painting it A
1

went with his

friend recalls; "Robert once

brother on a painting tour in England.

They would

go on a bit further,
which looked more

stop, then

and then over the

hill

and then a bit further still,
had covered four counties in

interesting,
imtil they

had plenty of energy
for tennis and was always ready to join in
any parties.
sessions. Yet she

visit. If

this

way without

painting anything

Above: Dreen

And

then Robert got back to Africa and found

everything he ever wanted

m his own

back garden!

The house

itself

was not an

entertaining and indeed

ideal

one

for

was never used

it

Holidays were a great

treat.

Early

for that in the accepted formal sense

holidays were spent in Beira In those

People would just pop

days we went by

hours They sat around the circular oak

train and Rhodesia
Railways moved mighty slowly! When

dmmg

reached Macheke, the train stopped and

table in the

room drinking and
into an

in

and stay

for

middle of the living
talking

till it

graduated

impromptu, full-blooded party At

these sessions there

would be much

laughter and witty conversation, although
later

it

might degenerate

to

more

art

-

Dad would

talk eloquently for

hours about techniques, materials and so
on, and indeed,

think

1

it

was

the only

subject he ever accorded serious lengthy
discussion.

In those days there

was very

consciousness, anyone

little art

who was an

artist

somewhat odd, a misfit
given to Left Bank excesses, a Bohemian
However Robert didn't fit any of these
categories, and his painting was simply
was by

definition

accepted as part of
children,

my

110

life at

brother and

I

As

we

pub Travelling by train was a hot, thirsty
business. Robert was very interested in

small

sketched the houses with their balustraded

He

gardens along the roads

loved Nyanga

and spent many holidays there with the
family, and also with Paul just fishing and

The kaleidoscopic colours of
him and he particularly
loved the deep rust colours of some of the
dirt roads there Because he was away
from the stresses of work, his moods on
painting

Nyanga

fascinated

holiday were generally tranquil, and he

was able

to paint

and sketch

to his heart's

content But he was unpredictable

Sometimes on returning home to 110, he
would be depressed and moody and not
paint again for days.

attended David

Livingstone School, just over the road

Perhaps because

everyone got out, including the driver,
and headed straight into the nearby hotel

the Portuguese architecture in Beira and

argumentative levels. If the visitors were
fellow artists, the talk would often be
about

it

realised that our

1

10 Livingstone

Avenue was

great character, given

it

a house of

by the colourful

What would

household was rather unorthodox, not on
account of Robert's artistry, but because

personalities living there

of the individualism and occasional wild

Something dry, witty, otT-hand, coarse
maybe. 'Tt was Dreen's
ing house
anyway." But deep inside would be a
swelling pnde in and gratitude for the
acknowledged tnbute to him and his life's
work CD

revelry of our parents,
friends

home

we did not invite
One deeply

very often.

embarrassing episode was when a

come home with
As we walked across the

schoolfriend wanted to

me

at

lunchtime.

Robert say

if

he could see

it

today?

fixing the

chimney

110 Livingstone Avenue.
Below: Robert Paul
at a party (1977?).
at

Robert Paul, The Montclair, 1979

Colin Style looks at the
Interconnections in the life,
character and work of the
artist Robert Paul (1906 - 1980)

An Englishman Abroad
My

first

artist

acquaintance with, arguably, Southern Africa's greatest

was when

in then

I

was about

ten years old

Rhodesia stood, and

overlooking Harare

Mukuvisi River

in

in the

still

My

home

He began

crown of

a hill

competition for young

stands, on the

distance with an orchard, fields and the

between. Robert Paul was standing on the lip of
house executing a water colour of the view.

the hill in front of the

Three or four of us children wandered up and stood around
breathing chewing gum on and staring at his efforts He was not at
all put out. In fact, he was rather pleased and chatted to us
unselfconsciously as he painted I remember him remarking that
he was painting the sky brown to reflect the fields - it seemed a
rather strange and wonderful comment and must confess that we
I

tapped our foreheads derisively.

Robert Fowler Paul was

family's old

bom on

1

2

March 906
1

in Sutton, Surrey.

painting at the age of eight, winning a Daily Express

artists. Only towards the end of his life did
more honours come his way He went to school at Monkton Combe
near Bath and on leaving took up a series of dreary clencal jobs ui
London Mercifully for his sanity, he did not stick them for long

and, in 1927, he joined the British South Africa Police as a rookie
trooper and went out to then Rhodesia.

His talents were recognised in the Police. He was employed as a
cartographer to sketch from horseback and he spent some years
roaming and charting the Save Valley and other remote comers of
the country. Few artists can have been so saturated with landscape

in learning tlieir trade. Later, he joined the

pay corps

in the

army,

1951 as a pensionable 'twenty year man'. He then
painted more or less happily until the end of his life He died in
retiring in

1

980,

at

the age of seventy four.

Although he was a most dedicated artist, he did have a nihilistic
tendency to lose interest when a canvas was completed Frequently
pictures would be dumped in the wind and the rain or left m the
outside shed to the attentions of the white ants. Fortunately, his
wife Dreen and daughter Colette early on took an interest in their
safe-keeping and tucked pictures away in a dry, insect-free spot in

were

left

unfinished and unsigned.

The reversion

abdicating even as he

to

masses of rocks, hills, and savannah as expressions of creation
maturing or decaying Yet, the eye and vision is manifestly the
same. It is a tour de force of communication to alter style and
remain so distinctly himself He was always his own man.

A

further,

more

subtle difference expressed in a

work

like

The

Montclair, dated 1979, puts jagged, churning brush-strokes upfront in the

the eaves.

He was

an earlier style expressed itself in
jagged strokework exploding from the ground like 'dragons' teeth.
It was completely different from the study and modelling of broad
painted on

immediate foreground Hitherto he always tended

to

maintain an objective focus by keeping the foreground neutral and

He had

a long range correspondence and friendship dating from
who was a major influence and

the 1920s, with John Piper

introduced him to

became

modem art and the teclmique of gum resist which

Robert Paul was almost purely a landscape painter. Not only in
subject but by evacuating all animal and human life from his
scenes. This absence serves both aesthetic effect and meaning and
message. Nothing must detract from the arrangement of pure
masses. The absence is to obtain intensity of focus and

mood of pure

gravitas without any lapse into
no compromise with the total artistic
achievement of arranging the absolute essence of what he sees and
wants to see. For all the sarcastic humour and work full of
celebrations of colour, he is not a sunny artist. It was remarked of

unbecoming

There

detail.

is

of him'. This was allied to a subjective
feeling that the visions have never quite communicated. For all
their colour and beauty, his landscapes can reflect a feeling of
barren alienation. In a picture like Inyanga 1 966 it is not a question
so muchof 'light breaking where no sun shines' butof not lighting
up where it should. The laws of nature have ceased to operate.

him

'the visions roll out

of

mass of

the landscape

Although the skies are full
remains dark Ambiguously, the artist suggests both the infusion
of light from genesis starting to spread through creation, and the
afterglow with light withdrawing the vital spark. In another
landscape, also prosaically called Inyanga 1950, the composition
is of opposing blocks of colour. They all meet at the foothills at
one neutral point where all energy is nullified. He also varied speed
of execution to express his vision. Sometimes cold and monolithic,
sometimes like vibrant masses of lava, he experimented again and
light the

again with the same landscapes.

He was

possessed of a remarkable

artistic

the years of exact cartographical work.

He

memory sharpened by
told

one of his mentors.

Professor Brian Bradshaw, of a scene he remembered, from
years before, of an English landscape. Paul described
detail,

down

to the

dew on

it

in

fifty

minute

the grass.

His type of style and vision was moulded by the Nyanga mountains
in the eastern highlands of the country. He was a unique interpreter
of the sparsely populated landscape with its magnificent views of
rock masses, mountains and waterfalls The austere scenery with
its

combination of bright sunlight, yet high rainfall and frequent
was artistically rewarding yet exacting It suited him well

mists,

Other more commercial landscape artists in the country exploited
what has been called the 'msasa and piccanin' vein of Zimbabwean
Bright, soft and sentimental pictures that prominently feature

art.

the

msasa

tree

of death

own way

which produces a not of seasonal red and autumnal

coloured leaves. Robert Paul however, would have none of
his health

it.

began

to fail in the late seventies,

and the escalating

him off more and more from Nyanga, his
work, paradoxically, began to both diminish and to grow. Canvases

war

in

Zimbabwe

cut

excitement. Prone to hypochondria and a dread

was coming to terms with finality in his
The Montclair, which is a hotel in Nyanga, had

his life, he

Actually,

by the name of a hotel, no hotel buildings are visible in the erupting
landscape.

It is

painted

in a furious,

shorthand idiom.

human and animal life from
However, he developed urban houses and buildings
as a separate subject with great success. His studies of these are
also emptied offeatures that could reduce concentration -no folksy
touches of children playing on corners. Again there is this
uncompromising gravitas. Reticence and economy are important

Paul took away buildings as well as
his landscapes.

methods of artistic message. What
as what is put in

Many,

if

out can be as important

is left

not most, of his house and building studies are of the

colonial style of the turn of tlie century.

A number of the buildings

have since been demolished. They often carry an
Paul's houses appear empty not only at the

air

of listlessness.

moment of record,

but

convey the curious impression, even as they are solidly
constructed, of having been abandoned for decades. Within the
pleasing, naturalistic presentation of a building, he switches blocks

of light and shade and selects minimal lines to capture the essential
emotive and aesthetic aspects of colonial rococo

Although Robert Paul passed his life in a remote, unimportant
country, largely unregarded as an artist as he painted picture after
picture of Nyanga landscapes, he did have his mentors. Frank
McEwen was appointed director of the then Rhodesia National
Gallery in the 1960s At a cocktail party, McEwen remarked to an
uncle of mine, an old friend of the artist, that Robert Paul was one
of the finest artists

in Africa.

Many

years later the Gallery

appointed Professor Brian Bradshaw as Director. He held
essentially the same opinion as Frank McEwen. In 1976, under his
impetus, the National Gallery arranged an exhibition of two
hundred of Robert Paul's works - his wife and daughter's loving
care was starting to pay off. Then, in 1980, the year he died, the
National Gallery of South Africa gave him an exhibition at their
gallery in Pretoria

It

was

the first time a

Zimbabwean

artist

was

so honoured

However, the ball has really only started to roll in the thirteen years
since his death. A few years before he died, you could pick up a
decent Robert Paul for a couple of hundred dollars In 1991,
paintings from the exliibition to commemorate Robert Paul on the
opening of new Gallery Delta at his old house, were changing
hands
It is

As

artistic

all

been attacked by guerrillas that year, who burst into the
dining-room and shot down guests. Although the picture is called

a significant part of his painting method.

concentration and a

devoid of

at

Z$ 10,000 and

this

evident that distinction

could be

abroad

for this important artist to achieve international

set

recognition.

LH

was considered conservative pricing
is allied to popular appeal The stage

It

would be

a return from exile of an

Englishman

Those who know the vastness
of the African landscape understand that it is indefinable
terms. Man is puny by comparison with this land.
It is

better for

By excluding

him not

in

human

to intrude.

the figure,

which would

measure of
define those forms which are
act as a

never forced to
monumental and those which are diminutive.
scale, Paul

is

For Paul even the smallest rock or sprig of grass had
its

own

grandeur.

Robert Paul, Rocks

at

Inyanga

(II),

1969, 86 x 53 cm,

oil /

tempera on canvas

Space and
Place
Structure and romanticism in
the paintings of Robert Paul
discussed by Pip Curiing

'

Robert Paul, The Pool, 1976, 77 x 64 cm,

oil

on canvas

1927 from an England which was,
and restrictive Although he had no
formal training there as a painter, he brought with him, as did many
early colonisers,' the English tradition of reverence for the

A

landscape as a subject for paintmg. Paul left Britain at a time when
the people of that country were experiencing a reaction against the

emotively

Robert Paul came

to Africa in

for him, narrow, populous

close examination of the paintings of Robert Paul dispels the

popularly held belief that he
art at the

that Paul

whim

was an

of his muse." There

was an

intuitive artist, driven to
is

intellectual painter

to the landscape, finely

make

every evidence, in his work,

who, although he responded

tuned his response with formal

pictorial structures.

and a desire to get back to nature in its untamed state Even
the suburbs, which were designed and built to get people out of
the city, were themselves eroding the countryside [Spalding 986:
70) Robert Paul took a bolder step than the suburban dweller who

Robert Paul understood the laws of two-dimensional composition
and he used them. His familianty with the norms, conventions and
inventions of twentieth century painting probably came through

bought a country cottage as a weekend

his conversations

city

1

retreat;

he

left for

Africa

and correspondence with John Piper and Ivon
own reading and study of art works
Hitchens, whose painting seems closer to Paul than that of Piper
with whom Paul had the longer acquaintance, was a member of
the Seven and Five Society. This group published a manifesto
when it held its first exhibition in which they stated, "The object
... is merely to express what (the artists) feel in terms that shall be

Hitchens and from his

Paul's interpretation of the African landscape suggests a
dislocation between his love of its space and grandeur and an inner
feeling of alienation in a hostile environment.'

landscape paintings
areas of the

in

Zimbabwe were of

Nyanga mountains

Many of his mature
the underpopulated

or the bleak, baobab-inhabited

His deliberate avoidance of the human
element in these paintings could, on one level, be that of the
archetypal European coloniser who ignores the existence of the
indigenous people but could equally be expressive of the soul of
planes of the lowveld

into contact with the spintual munificence

an Englishman coming
of a land unsullied by industnal excrescence and waste
former theory might be more politically fashionable
'
day but the latter is more likely to be the truth

in the

The

present

intelligible,

and not

to

demonstrate a theory nor attack a tradition."

ISpalding 1986: 63| Norbet Lynton says of Hitchens' landscape
paintings, "Between the scene and the painting lie several steps

This is also true of Paul who
of transformation" [1993: 54]
constructed his work by underpainting, layering, scumbling and
glazing; working in his studio, to distil the essence of the
landscape from sketches he had made on site.' In the years

following his

visit to

England

in

1948, Paul

made

a series of

Robert Paul, Summit of Inyangani, 1967, 122 x 91 cm,

oil

/tempera on hardboard

abstract-figurative compositions based on the landscape, buildings

and

street

scenes {Landscape 1958)

He

were intensely dramatic and sensational:

said in an interview with

Colin Black for Illustrated Life Rhodesia, "I had my abstract
period without success." [Black: 31] His dismissal of what he calls
his 'abstract period' should not be interpreted as a rejection of
structured picture

making per

se but

is

'

'Each rock

time I

saw

had a

positive personality: for the first

and

the bones

mountains." [Ingrams

probably an indication that

&

the structure...

of the

Piper: 1983 105)

the distanced formalism of the genre was, for him, insufficient

Krom

the late

1

950s he pursued a more figurative rendering of the

landscape but the pictorial disciplines learned dunng his 'abstract
period" remained. He must have been aware, even before he
attempted abstraction, that Piper had already abandoned it Piper's
own experience of the usefulness of the fomialism of abstraction

may have persuaded Paul

to

months

Piper's previous involvement

in the

company of John

Piper.

m abstraction and his enthusiasm

for

and uninhabited landscape of
Wales was surely the impetus which drove Paul to the path he was
to follow after his return from Britain.

his recent discovery of the bleak

follow that path

closed world of abstract art untenable for me...
The abstract practice taught me a lot that I would

Summit of Inyangani 1967,' (also known as Inyangani) is a good
example of the period when Paul had found his subject, the rugged
landscape, and was most comfortable with his mixed media
technique of gum and oil resist 'The composition of tins painting,

not have learned without it..."

as with

"Bv 1938 the looming war made the clear hut

[Ingrams

Piper spent the
to Nortli

10

In 1948 Paul spent several

Wales

&

Piper 1983: 22]

summer of 946
1

in

Snowdonia, Wales He returned
Welsh mountains

the following year. For Piper the

many

of Paul's works,

An

is

tightly organised according to the

left of centre begins on the
peak of the background mountain, cuts through a gap in the ochre
foliage below it, continues through the centre of the dark
amorphous mass (which is tlie focal point of the composition) and

'golden section'.

ends

at Uie

implied vertical

protuberance of tlie pale foreground rock. This vertical

divides the landscape format at the golden mean.' Diagonals which

Notes

lead the eye to the focal point are those of the large green hill shape
i.

massed vegetation on the left, the rocks in the
centre of the composition and the scratches of light coloured grass
in the bottom left-hand comer.
on the

right, the

Spatial illusion is rendered through the alternating horizontal
light

and dark

in the

Deep space

overlapping rocks and plants in the

usmg

High Renaissance
The middle ground
technique of 'sfumato' in the far distant hills
is missing, apart from a small smudge of lighter colour
immediately above the central rocks, at the foot of the large hill.
foreground.

effected,

is

the

the first of these were Thomas Baines and Alice Balfour. There has
been no coherent 'movement' of painting in Zimbabwe to match that of stone
sculpture. If any single aspect links many painters in the country it is that of

the landscape.
2.

bands of

Among

3.

During his time with the British South Africa Police Paul was given the task
of charting and mapping the Gweru-Masvingo area. He travelled and
sketched on horseback patrols, usually of six-weeks duration.

Two

other notable painters have also looked to Nyanga.

robgwa.

'°

More important

than spatial illusion,

evident in this painting.

Deep space

is

is

Sambo, whose favourite

it

is

Thomas Muka-

the area, locates all his paintings there. Kingsley

retreat

was Nyanga, said

"It

is

exciting,

you know,

Many

of the lesser landscape painters in
Zimbabwe have rendered the Nyanga landscape but they have sweetened it
with saccharine colours and soft outlines.
that landscape...

the spatial ambiguity

suggested and then

who comes from

4.

wilfully negated in order to assert both the flatness of the picture

it's

terrific."

Brian Bradshaw's poetic interpretation of Paul's paintings claims that, "The
structures of their formation are not systematic as in grammar. They are too

deep for

that.

Too

earnest.

Too

They

sensitised.

are cataclysmic."

1

plane and a confrontation with the landscape. Flattening of
illusionistic

space and the acknowledgement of the reality of the

picture plane

is

central to twentieth century

Paul

6.

Johnson notes that Paul would sketch while

7.

The author acknowledges

honzon in Summit of Inyangani suggests an elevated eye
which the close-up view of the rocks contradicts One is able
look across at the distant hills and down at the nearby rocks

raised
level
to

—

a multiple viewpoint which, in keeping with modernist theories,

denies the deep space of a single point perspective. The ambivalent

viewpoint

is

—

the viewer, an intruder in the landscape, is barred

with

its

by the French Post-Impressionist painters, particularly Paul Cezanne.

chooses

also significant to the interpretation of the painting

The higher eye level which sweeps into the distance perceives an
arcadian dream
access to which is denied by lowering the gaze
to become aware of the forbidding rocks in the foreground. Thus

8.

from intimacy

1

970, where

Paul does not create a foreground barrier, the distant rocks and
are themselves aggressively menacing.

Colour in Summit of Inyangani, although not so in all of Paul's
work, is literal, subdued and unromanticised. Grey rocks, darkened
green hillside masses and ochre grass are the familiar colours of
the winter Nyanga landscape.'' Texture in the rocks and the
foreground scrub is created by the use of the gum resist technique
Paul learned from John Piper. (Johnson: 60) Sombre colours and
rugged textures are fundamental to the visual language with which
so near they can be touched but they are so granular, spiky and

one

is

light bathe

way

the

The 'golden

gum was

it.

This creates a particular texture according

applied.

section' or golden

mean was the name given
when a line is so divided

is

to the greater section

what the greater

is

in the

nineteenth

that the

to the less

whole of

It

is

often

10.

Sfumato is the achievement of "smooth and imperceptible transitions
between areas of colour like smoke dissolving in the air." [Osborne 1970:

11.

Paul Cezanne formulated a concept of multiple view points and the
unification of the front and back planes of the landscape through the device
he called 'passage'. This linked foreground and background into a unified,

1061)

two-dimensional planar structure. Cezanne's pictorial means are
work indicating that Paul was conversant with the
theories of modernism. It is quite possible that, through his association with
English artists in 1948 Paul became aware of Cezanne's contribution to
modernism and had a knowledge of the pictorial devices used by Cezanne.
flattened,

present in Robert Paul's

12.

Most of Robert Paul's figurative landscapes were painted after 1965 when
economic sanctions by the West were imposed on Rhodesia following the
Unilateral Declaration of Independence. Sanctions resulted in a scarcity of

imported paints and pigments. The colours

in Paul's work suggest that he
pigments. These would have been
available as they are the basic pigments of commercial and industrial paints.

raw

utilised the

rebuffed from coming too close. Simultaneously soft

wann

is 'Nyangani' but
given to the work.

claimed that the golden mean is aesthetically superior to all other proportions
as it fulfils the criteria of unity in variety. [Osborne 1970: 488]

Paul communicates the hostility of the land. Rocks and bushes are

that

the paint surface covering

the line

The elimination of bold

foreground shapes in this painting is compensated by the emphasis
on those of the background. There is little other than bare earth in
the foreground but the strongly defined, heavily outlined
background granite hills move forward onto the picture plane.

title

century to the proportion derived

hills

rivers.

oil and egg tempera as well as gum resist which
he learned from John Piper. [Johnson: 60] In using gum resist as a technique
water soluble gum is applied to the canvas and covered with water-resistant
paint When the canvas is washed or 'hosed down' the gum dissolves and
lifts

9.

In other landscape paintings, such as Inyanga Valley

son fished the Nyanga

that the correct current spelling

use the spelling in the original

to

his

Paul used combinations of

to the

splendour.

mists and

first met Piper in the 1930s. In 1948 Paul visited England where he spent
time with Piper and Hitchens and returned to Africa with several of Piper's
paintings. (Johnson: 33| Contemporary English painting of the first half of
the twentieth century was influenced, through the critical encouragement of
Clive Bell and Roger Fry, by the formal innovations of modernism as devised

5.

modernism." The

1978: 28]

more common

'earth'

and blur the harshness of the land The
is ambiguity. In his work,

essence of Robert Paul's painting
illusionism exists but

is

made

subservient to pictorial needs.

relationship between the scene and the observer

landscape

is

enigmatic, as

is

much of

is

The

Africa to the European

sensibility. It calls to the spirit, but rebuffs
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1894
1994
100 years at 110 Livingstone Avenue
1

894

Stand 1951 of Salisbury Township Lands granted to Edward Vigne by Deed of Grant no. 826 of

1

900

Transferred to George

1

1901

9th

May
Andrew Tucker

for

700

Transferred to Leonard Charles Wigg. Plans for alterations to link the existing buildings with a

corrugated iron roof and timber supported verandah drawn up

1902

Transferred to James Ffolliott Darling

1907

Transferred to Robert Warner

1912
1922
1928

Transferred to Transvaal and Rhodesia Estates Ltd

1928
933
1 937
1953

(9th

1980
98
1983

Robert Paul died

1

1

1991

1

994

Transferred to Alfred Roland
(

Cooke

14th February )Transferred to Ethel

November) Transferred

Mary Cooper

Marie Louise Hawkings
Occupied by Dreen Hawkings, daughter of Marie Louise
Robert Paul moved in on his marriage to Dreen Hawkings
to

Transferred to Dreen Paul

Dreen Paul died. House offered by Colette Wiles to Derek Huggins
Inhented by Colette Wiles and Paul Paul
Offered to Gallery Delta. Application for Change of Use to gallery purposes granted,
renovations carried out and Gallery Delta inauguration
Centenary of 10 Livingstone Avenue
1

^^€^(J5 J(^
Luis Meque, 110 Livingstone Avenue, 1994, 29 x 21 cm, brush and ink
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From Manica Road

...to

Livingstone Avenue

Robert Paul, 110 Livingstone Avenue, 1978, pen and Ink

Notes on the transformation tal<en
from letters by Derel< Muggins

Gallery Delta at Robert Paul's
1st
...It

May 1991
was

offered

early in the year

-

mid January

-

when

I

received the

notification to vacate the space at Strachan's Building by the

of February. Happy

New

My

end

even although
was of
disappointment, anger and resentment. Having worked so hard and
long to keep the gallery alive... And the thought of moving all the
paraphernalia, even if one found a space to go to, seemed all too
much. I thought about... leaving for Europe on walk-about... but
I

it

had suspected

seemed sensible

it

to

Year.

initial reaction,

would come sooner

keep the gallery

or later,

alive, if possible, in another

space providing that space was as good if not better than the one I
had had for sixteen years. And so I sought an extension of the
deadline until April end, sought legal advice as to

my

rights as a

and began to look around for another
space. But that did not come... The law here being sympathetic to
sitting tenants there was always the possibility of sitting tight,
accepting an eviction order and appealing which might take up to
one year to resolve. I wrestled with that one but it gave me more
tenant if

it

came

peace of mind
procrastinating.

to a fight

myself

to resign

And once

I

to getting

out rather than

had made that decision to go, new
and more latterly, the offer of

it

again.

House

When I went

there for another look and sat in the

I got a tingle up the spme.
The place can make a good gallery - it is an L shape - and is very
walk through, having length and interesting areas... a big

lounge and thought about Robert Paul

and conservation job to do. There is the historical
one of the few very early settlers' homes that still survive
unaltered - and the art connection Further, that Colette and her
brotherPaul, want to preserve it and turn it over to a useful function
in deference to their father and their childhood there. And we have
the basis of an agreement - the sharing of a concept - to restore and
restoration

aspect

-

turn the old house into a gallery.

19th June 1991
...we begin to work

in the

garden

1

have always wanted

a machete in the jungle. Spent the last two days hacking
giant bougainvillaea creeper

years or more.

. .

It

ever stop fixing?
it.

It

I

will

am

which has gone wild over

be a wonderful gallery

has got a very good feeling for

wield
at

a

the last fifty

in the end.

excited by the challenge and

to

away

Does one

know I can

fix

me

be sitting just inside the front door drinking his gin and
vodka and water, or cane and water, and chain smoking,
stubbing out the ends in a tin lid. "Have a dnnk," he would say

20th June 1991
...The upshot of it all is that 1 am in with a chance for another space
and a unique one at that. Much depends on how quickly I can get
the front part of the house operational as a gallery so to make a
start and have something to sell... I am akeady attached to the
place and it lakes on warmth and friendliness more so every time
I go there Maybe old Robert doesn't think I'm stupid after all. We
shall of course have a room for his work as a little museum and

And when

shall call

space or no, things began

to open...

Robert Paul's old house at 1 10 Livingstone Avenue as a gallery...
The old house dates to 894, a settler's house rather than colonial,
with a simple line - more like an old farm house and bam - and is
rustic and now very dilapidated 1 used to visit Robert Paul there.
1

He would
water, or

I

declined with the explanation that ten o'clock

in the

morning was too early he would be disgusted with me. A
distinguished looking man with a fine face, quick mind and biting
wit... Colette,

Robert Paul's daughter,

first

offered

me

the house

about ten years ago as a base for the Foundation. Recently, she had

. .

it

Gallery Delta at Robert Paul's House.

4th July 1994
...The garden - about half an acre
years...

we have been

-

had not been touched for

cleaning out the rubbish

pit, sifting

the

13

compost of plastics and bottles, taking out poor tree specimens, building
rockeries and clearing a parking lot. We begin, after three weeks, to find we
have some semblance of future order... Another week around the outside
should have us feeling more comfortable and then I will begin inside There
is a lot of work to do But the ideas start to come. There is an interesting
area at the side with a wonderful old tree with great gnarled roots and where
I

think

I

shall establish a miniature theatre...

area at the back

-

And

there is another enclosed

rather like the yard of a farmhouse

So

a patio and serve tea...

little

by

little

there

is

-

some

where we could have
progress.

23rd September 1991
...A little over a month ago we moved into the house and began to fix the
inside front. Chased out plaster in two rooms - the oldest "railway carriage'
part - and replastered. Filled in some doorways, opened others. Repaired
window frames and sills Floor boards repaired. Then turned to the front
verandah and took the tin roof off to restore wood beams etc. At the moment
they are still off while we wait for a friend to make timber columns as per
the original plan Presently moving French windows to restore the onginal
look to the front of the house... It
consequently taking longer than

perhaps by November

I

can put

in

a big job, bigger than I anticipated and
had thought but we make progress...
the first show.

is
I

28th December 1991

was
show in and open before the end of the year... It was a big
job overall... but somehow we pulled everything together by the 3rd
December when we opened with paintings and drawings by Robert Paul. I
...more busy than ever with the restoration and repair work... There

the need to get a

lot of people at the opening for their encouragement and support
no small measure Charles and Antonio, the carpenter and his plasterer
mate, and their aides, who had worked so wonderfully well. It was a splendid
opening. A large and good natured crowd who put a seal of approval on
all... The gallery is a success. It... works well for the display of art... we
are in and operating... people say they are amazed, after the loss of our other
old and quaint space, that we have been able to come up with another as
good and better. The house has a very gentle and pleasant feeling to it... A
strange year and a busy one in transition and striving patiently all the time
to create somethmg new and good from the old... If I had had a million I

thanked a

and

Top: The side verandah
Paul's old studio.

Above: The front verandah

at

an

early stage of reconstruction.
Below: the building team.

in

could not necessarily have come up with this place or anything like
is better than I could ever have envisioned...

it... It

12th March 1992

and slip into a steady rhythm of
work is concentrated at the rear of the
premises... This part of the building was almost derelict, disused and had
been badly vandalised by squatters who came over the back wall for shelter
and tore up the floorboards and pulled out the windows to bum I walk
around the house a dozen or more times a day to keep an eye on the progress
of my small team of workers... They have done a very good and steady
Every day, every
job... they seem able to fix everything little by little.
week, every month we progress and it will be done... When I started I did
not know the end of it, nor even the middle, nor even the morrow but money
has come on line as necessary and donations too, of bricks, guttenng, wood
and other essentials When I think about it, when I sit and look at the front
of the building, I remark to myself that it is better than I envisaged. The
change is remarkable, although the character has not been lost... So far, in
our new space we have mounted five exhibitions: Robert Paul, and the
group Summer Show in December, Young Artists and Bickle/Caponnetto
in February and a Graphics Show this month... If one has a project to work
When the work is
it becomes a way of life and one worries and thinks less.
finished it will be a very good, indeed unique space and place. It becomes
...things

become

better organised

exhibitions and restoration...

that

way

already

15th March 1992
...It was a scramble

to open the gallery by the 3rd December but we had
committed ourselves a month before. Artist friends sneaking a look at our
colossal muddle thought we would never make it... We finished
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whitewashing the front walls
so close
I

think,

was

tlie call...

happy

-

help (thinking)

4 p.m. on the day

at

plans are beanng

fruit little

the feeling about and in this place
it

meant

is

we opened
by

is

little.

at 5

30 p.m.

Robert Paul

very good and

1

is,

cannot

to be.

18th March 1992
...In January we moved our repair and restoration operation to the very back
of the stand - repairing walls, toilets, kia - so that it should be done before

we

ran out of

money and energy Then dunng

February,

we moved

into the

894) with local bnck of that time and dagga
walls which, in places, with the rains and rotten gutters, had turned once
again to soil and mud. More recently, this month, we have been working in
the 1901 extension area at the rear bedroom and now we put in the ceiling
very derelict old kitchen area

(

1

We

and
rhythm and character,
is smartening up considerably. Already it makes a good and unique gallery
and when we have finished the repairs - opening up the space - a floors,
doors, windows and walls job, we shall have... accessibility all around the
premises. We shall make a better kitchen, open up part of the rear verandah
and the roof back on the kitchen
path Quite active.

area...

The old house, while

are paving a parking area

retaining

its

and build an auditorium at the side for a theatre for 100 audience Already,
the theatncals are showing interest in the proposed intimate 'under the tree
theatre on the other side'. It's a good project, seems right and Robert Paul's
shade hasn't dropped any bricks

23rd

yet.

May 1992

...On Thursday last
kitchen...

I

was very happy. We pulled out the wall of the old
it makes Light of the winter sunshme from

and what a difference

pours through the French window into the mam gallery - the
room - and one has a much better view of the rear courtyard
which now comes into play We have enclosed a small area of the rear

the north

now

old drawing

verandah ourselves and knocked out what passed as a bathroom to create a
new kitchen... The rear courtyard will become a space for the display of
sculpture and the open rear verandah for relaxation. The character remains
but

we have

lost the ageing, the patina so to speak, but this will recur in

end of the garden to sit and cast my eyes about the
and along the simple 'railway carriage' verandah,
to the red corrugated iron roof and the stalwart chimneys and across the two
gables... How many times did I sit and wonder, when the verandah was off
time Often

I

Top: The back verandah
area before and
Above: after reconstruction.

go

to the

front of the house, over

and the work there

in progress,

how

it

would look?

cross lighting working beautifully, as the two parts of the

were joined again. It was indeed a major
We have now brought on luie all the extra
space... Already Helen calls the new big room the
'L'

breakthrough.

. .

'Cathedral Room'.

7th August 1992
...The major structural work has been completed and we begin to titivate fascia boards, guttering, painting... We still have to bring on line one third
of the space for exhibition purposes. Then we shall have sufficient space
for changing and permanent collections. In the end we shall have saved what
claims to be the oldest house in Harare - and if not the oldest, the most intact
- which has historical, architectural and artistic background... to be used as
an art and cultural centre... slowly we succeed. Meantime, we run
exhibitions in part of the space

to

keep ourselves

It is set

off by

two magnificent

double doors and high ceiling, and has a wonderful
feeling within.

Today we commenced marking out the

area to this side of the house which will

amphitheatre...

we

we

tall
still

Want

to

become

the

excavate the old well also and

if

have a garden all year round. The
use of the amphitheatre for meetings, lectures, slide
shows, workshops, plays and music should give us an
get water

shall

. .

additional buzz.

alive.

1st

30th September 1992
...Over the last two weeks the gutters and down pipes have gone on - the
eye lashes - in good time for the rains. More satisfying even, I was able to
give the instruction to Charles, my building team foreman, to "Take down
that wall", meaning the blocking wall in the hall. I had looked forward to
it for a year Many years ago the wide hall, the major axis in the house, had
been blocked, originally with tongue and groove ceiling board in which a
little door had been cut, and subsequently by a red bnck wall and covered
over with board, paper and paint. We uncovered all about a year ago but left
the red brick wall to hide the dereliction behind it In December we knocked
out one brick to provide a peep hole to view Michiel Dolk's installation of
'House in Constniction' in tribute to Malevich, which he put within the
derelict part, and later Rebecca Garrett's 'Dormant Space Waiting to Come
to Life'. The old man, Madala Mozambique, took down the wall which he
called the ant hill, layer by layer, to expose the 'new' renovated space on
the other side. Revelation for all concerned. Suddenly the space came alive.

December 1992

...we hurried to get the guttering on, to batten

down

the

corrugated iron sheets... and to press on with the building
of the amphitheatre and to dig and line the well before the
onset of the rains...

all

our effort

is

presently about the

which takes form and volume and shape,
sweeping in a semi-circle towards and up to the belambra
tree, the roots of which surround and grow over the
opening to the well We have dug to twelve metres and
more now... in all probability, the well had been the first
theatre area

job for those pioneer builders
-

and... the yellow clay

-

to establish

removed was

water supply
to

become

sun-baked bricks for the onginal kitchen...

31st

December 1992

...We finish the year as survivors with a great deal of
consolidation gone before. At 110 Livingstone

Avenue
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there is a sense of order... The amphitheatre is nearly finished - just the area
around the tree and some stepping down to complete Crispen and his mates,
Sebastian and Kosta, finished digging out the old well... at seventeen metres
deep on rock bottom amidst rock walls... We let it fill and it did so, gurgling...

week and up

about five metres from the top The water runs in, wells
seems to be a good well worthy of two or three metres a
day or four or five hundred gallons a day... We shall cap it soon and mount,
hopefully, an old hand pump of the twenties as a feature, a practical one, in
midst the tree roots and pump to a tank nearby and run it otT to the garden.
within a
in

through the rock

to

It

21st February 1993
...We worked January and into February to complete the amphitheatre... Took
on the Black Umfolozi, a Ndebele song and dance act from Bulawayo, for the
12th February to test the space and the acoustics... The space is most pleasant
situated under the branches of the belambra, wild syringa and a lightning scarred
msasa... We had some tensions with the Black Umfolozi promotion They were
late to arrive

and so we were unable

to rig

night before.

Then

we had

the

at

about 5 o'clock

and

set

and

test their lighting the

a big storm with torrential rain,

dimmer board fused, and a short circuit in the wiring held us up for half an
We got away with it however, the rain disappearing and the stars

hour.

appearing, and good old John Alsford fixing the circuits. In

we played

all

six

good receptive audiences, somehow by the grace of God missing the
heavy showers and storms that knocked about daily...
nights to

7th March 1993
...Last

week we pulled up the

thin layer of

cement

oxide surface...

we

-

front verandah floor

and re-laid

it

-

old bricks covered by a

with concrete slab and mortar top with red

returned to the amphitheatre area where Michiel Dolk, the

installation artist, has

geometric design into

been for a week or two, translating his concept of a
reality... marking up and beginning to lay mortar

coloured with red, yellow and black oxides, plus white cement. It is
new projects reality, there are always

experimental... In building and making
so

many

options to think and talk about but gradually

simplicity and practicality and that
IS

which

always envisioned as my office. It is
where it is more quiet
and isolated. It has a fireplace and a big window which gives me ample light
and being north facing gives me winter sunshine and summer shade. I think I
shall be happy there and now that 1 am more or less established do not intend
to move. We have embarked on the last major job - to build a wall along the
front of the property... We shall commence bricklaying tomorrow. At last 1 can
say with some surety another month or two and we shall be finished.
the last

Above: The new theatre area.
Below:

new

A view

of the
present
state of completion.

gallery at

Its

to

has integrity and

aesthetically pleasmg...

14th June 1993
...At last, 1 have moved into the room

Top: The side of the old house
before reconstruction.

comes down

all

right, feels right,

is

little

room of the

I

original kitchen block at the rear

26th August 1993
...built a

marvellous wall

in 'klinker" brick

the sliding gate

we had

we

numerous small jobs

tidied

up

-

amphitheatre and
the house to

its

decoration;

-

set

about the

woodwork

maximise convenience

my

and

taken from the rear Then

-

within

some

and so it carried on...
seemingly endlessly... and almost finally to make
and hammer home the finials on the apex of all the
three gables In early August, on or about the 7th,
and almost exactly two years after the builders
began, we called it a day with the promise that
Charles and crew come back next year to build a
small store-room and pave the entrance from the
road to the gate and the interleading paths around
have been a long way out
say
the garden... So
have a wonderful
and am at last returning...
shelving in

office...

1

1

1

gallery in a marvellous old house.
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gallery delta

— thank you

To those who helped

The restoration project at 10 Livingstone Avenue, during the period June 1991 to August 1993, was
made possible by people whose empathy and generosity was such that they voluntarily contributed in
services, money or in kind.
1

On

behalf of Gallery Delta,

1

wish

to record,

acknowledge and thank publicly

Colette Wiles

Joan Stuart

Paul Paul

Mick Pearce

Leora Fintz
Volker Wild (Germany)

Peter Jackson

Margaret

all

of the followmg:

& Tony Weare (England)
Sue McCormick
Joerg Sorgenicht (Papua New Guinea)

Tony Machado
Jenny Farquharson
David Peech
Richard Jack

Simon Back
Rosemary Trewartha

Hamish Jardine

Fried Lutz

Neale Morgan
Arthur Azevedo
Margie Robertson
Nick Murgatroyd
Ros Byrne
James Logan
Birgitta Berggren (Sweden)
Tom Blenkinsop

Robert Loder (England)
Dorothea & Charles Johnson (England)

Murray McCartney

Juliet

Mary Davies

Jack Bennett

Daryl Nero
Ian White

Michael Curling

James Murray
James Hazlett (England)
Clive Jordan (England)

Copperi

&

Eva Schlaga (USA)

Kay Graham

Christian

Dora Cavill
The late George Seirlis
Brenda Fitzgerald
Alan Radford

Anna Fleming
Helen Lieros
Philippe & Therese Grosclaude (Switzerland)
Caroline Thomycroft

and

— Mr Bengt Troedsson)

Development Co-operation Office of the Swedish Embassy (SIDA
and Michiel Dolk for its design

the

for the grant in aid for the amphitheatre

and

Nyamutemba (Foreman)
Samson Antonio

Charles

Francis Jeta

Mario Katamigo
all

members of the

building team

derelict building to that

To

all,

which

heartfelt appreciation

it

whose workmanship in wresting back
today was beyond imagination.

a dilapidated

and

is

and thanks

Derek Huggins
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Conservation of our old buildings
much more than
just physical renovation
as Peter Jacl<son emphasises
entails

&

Pleasure
It

was

Privilege

late in

1986 when

I

was

first

shown 110 Livingstone Avenue The

property was in a very run-down and neglected state with two school
/5>/i'

7*rof.„jti

Qiiitim,

t.

3/t

A" Ififfj /i«,t

conditions The house was extremely
overgrown and tangled garden, the front
verandah partK missing and the rest filled in The rear area was derelict and
was excited to have found such a relatively intact
uninhabitable, but
example of one of Harare's earliest brick buildings
teachers living in

shabby, hidden

it

in virtual squatter

a wildly

in

1

Despite the poverty of its appearance, the original architectural character of
the

house remained intact The 'railway carriage" plan of the 1894 part of
was an excellent example of fnigal architecture from the

the structure

earliest years

AA tttnUt

imagine
in the

of colonial settlement

this tall,

narrow,

initially

in

Zimbabwe

It

was not

difficult to

thatched building standing almost alone

African bush, lines of sapling Jacarandas

bemg

the only indication of

Livingstone Avenue, the road itself barely a track, criss-crossed with

HtfflTf

ra

^

^as^^

f

n

I

I

I

p

B-^ M-l'

m

iia
ffl 1

lootpaths and cycle tracks Tliere would have been a few other houses going
up around, in the newly pegged suburb of Greenwood Park, but not all of
them being built in brick; many would have been pole and dagga rondavels
I saw it as a fine and beautifully simple early structure, typified by narrow
rooms, the steeply pitched roof without eaves, and the small window
openings, and I longed to be able to restore it!

Tr^^t £1tr>ttt»%

do some of us care so much about the past? Why is it so important to
some of our old buildings rather than more optimally redevelop
the land on which they stand? The brilliant environmental engineer
Buckminster Fuller wrote: "Hope in the future is rooted in the memory of
the past, for without memory there is no history and no knowledge. No

Why

preserve

projection of the future can be formed without reference to the past. Past,

present and future,

memory and prophecy,

are

woven

continuous whole. In a clear understanding of the past

together into one

lies the

hope of our

future."

It IS

Hi-n

ji';.-^„.^^4Ua

Plan 314 dated 6.01
for additions
to the original house
at 110 Livingstone Avenue

certainly

my own

belief that the purpose of conservation

preserve our towns as museums, but

is

not merely

enhance and develop their
character and identity through considered and meaningful change The
historic elements of our towns and cities form an important part of our
national collective memory. They refiect the recent history of the region,
the period of colonial expansion and domination, the era that created much
of the shape and texture which our urban settlements possess today.
to

is

rather to

In the mid-seventies, under the local Town Planning Scheme, 110
Livingstone Avenue was zoned for use as residential tlats and its
redevelopment value was thus enhanced considerably in excess of its value
while supporting only a single dwelling An alternative commercial use
therefore seemed a way to be able to support the costs of renovation and
restoration, but in recent years the Department of Works has been actively
resisting commercial pres.sures encroaching into the residential Avenues.

to find new premises for Gallery Delta seemed an ideal
opportunity for creative conservation, to try to combine Robert Paufs

The need

ancient hou.se with the needs of a dynamic and experimental art gallery

behalf of Gallery Delta, Architect Mick Pearce
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made

On

application in April

Top: Front elevation of
the reconstructed house.

Back

Right:

elevation.

Below: West elevation showing
the

new theatre

area.

Bottom: East elevation
showing Robert Paul's
old studio area
of the verandah.

1991 to the City Council for a

Change of Use

entirely outside the scope of our rigid

Town

to gallery

purposes This was

Planning Scheme, but

in the

context of recently proposed Historic Buildings Regulations, as well as the

undisputed historical significance of the building, the Department of Works
responded positively and agreed to publicly advertise the proposed change
tlirough the Special Consent process.

While waiting for Municipal approval, Derek Huggins was extremely
to begin renovations. The former gallery had been forced to vacate
Strachan's Building in March, and was without any other premises
However, without formal planning and building approval, any work carried
out could be at risk. One day, Derek rang to tell me that he couldn't wait
any longer, and that he had already started to do the minimum necessary to
be able to re-open as soon as possible. With only limited funds available,
he planned to carry out essential repairs, minor alterations and basic
redecoration So please would I come and have a look and reassure him that
the work was appropriate and satisfactory. I didn't need asking twice!
anxious

was to agree the positions and shapes of the new
openings to create a dynamic axis to link the variety of spaces available
within the house Derek agreed to re-locate doors and windows in order to

The response of the arts community to the new venue was
tremendous and further donations meant that renovation
work could now continue on the derelict back portion of
the property. Funds were provided for the construction

the thatched roof

of a 100-person amphitheatre focused on a side verandali

had been replaced with corrugated iron, which linked the original rooms
with the new rooms built on the eastern side of the house The timber
verandah also added was typical of the upgrading of buildmgs that took
place about the turn of the century, as the town began to discard its early

of the house, which anyway required complete
reconstruction. This area naturally lent itself to
development as a small stage, with the former window
openmgs being extended to contain three tall Oregon
pme framed glazed doors which ambiguously serve
either as windows to the gallery within, and as an abstract
backdrop to the stage. Within the amphitheatre was the
former well which Derek was havmg dug out to find
water, and for which we were able to locate a 50-year old
hand pump. It was a very exciting day indeed when the
matchboard partition, which had separated the front and
back halves of the house for many years, was able to be
stripped away. The whole house was immediately
transformed, all of it at last becoming available for a
good vanety of walk-through spaces

Our

first

task together

restore the front elevation to

its

early appearance. In 1901

,

We were delighted to accept an otTer to replicate the
one timber post with its carved tracery having survived.

pole and dagga unage.
original verandah,

concerned however, that there would be insufficient light
of paintings, particularly if we changed the positions of the
old French windows and restored the verandah along the front I believed
that, if the lean-to kitchen along the back were to be opened up, and the rear

Derek was

rightly

for the display

verandah similarly restored,

this

would provide an

counter the shading of the already small

By now

extra source of light to

window openings along

the front.

the building had been surveyed, and a set of reconstruction

drawings prepared.

It

was

clear that

we were doing

far

more than

just

redecorating, particularly as Friends of Delta were so generous with

donations of cash and materials, including the recreated Oregon pine
verandah posts, bricks and Victorian profiled guttering Sculptor Arthur

Azevedo's distinctive security

grilles

gave the building a necessary and

magical continuity with the original Gallery Delta

The renovations were finally completed in 1992, but
there was still a boundary wall to construct and the
landscaping of the garden to be completed, which work
continued well into 1993 The last exercise will be to
provide a removable roof over the amphitheatre seating,

The reconstruction work was

carried out, under the supervision of Derek

Huggins, by a small building team led by Charles Nyamutemba The Chief
Building Inspector and his officers were kept fully informed of what we

No

were doing

objections were received to the planning application for

Special Consent, and a Permit for Public Building (Gallery)

eventually granted on 3rd

Use was

access

is

to the

a condition in the

it

such a special experience for myself, was

Planning Permit requiring regular public

new use

formed the very

December

house, to which the

What made

watch the building transform under the careful and
patient hands of Derek, Charles and the other builders;
seeing it ever moving closer to the image that I had

1991, the very day that Gallery Delta

re-opened with a special commemorative exhibition of the works of Robert
Paul. There

which must not detract from the character of the house,
but which will enable the stage facility to be used at any
time of the year

ideally lends itself

to

first

time

I

saw

the house.

It

felt

a
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privilege to assist

them

realize that traiisfomiation, in

what

considered to be a very important early building, if not
the oldest extant house in the city It has certainly given me
I

as

much

pleasure as any building project on which

I

have

change

adapt

to its
its

new

function, while at the

same time

architectural integrity In celebrating

Very often one can find

as well as forward to the tuture
artists

painting in the garden, on the verandah or in

the theatre. Far Iroin

becoming

just a

showcase,

This project has not only given Gallery Delta a much
needed home and future security, but has saved for Harare,

Livingstone Avenue has become a vibrant focus for

an excellent example of its earliest urban architecture, and
in such a way as to reasonably guarantee its survival well

making visions of the present and

into the 21st century

It

is

not a

museum,

it

has had

to

its

special association with Robert Paul, the house looks back,

young

ever been involved, and was profoundly therapeutic!

to

re-establishing

I

10

artistic

gro\^1h, a place of questioning, of testing aspirations; of

I

think Robert Paul

would

the past, for the future.

D

like that

Reviews of recent work and
forthcoming exhibitions and events
Women

Visual Artists
Exhibition, National
Gaiiery, August 1994
Sixty one paintings, graphics,

ceramics and textiles were selected

by three prominent
for this exiiibition

were

women artists
Some works

distinctly female in context,

women

working, weaving, with

children, a few had a political

statement to

make such

as /

am

not

one by Joan Dunstan; others
dealt with the wider human
expenence The 18-25 years
the

painting award went to Portia

Semina Mpofu, Female Harp

Stocker for Pride

The 18-25 sculpture award went to
Semina Mpofu for Female Harp
This IS an evocative work with its

and decoration and it is only
recently that they have been able to
express themselves through paint

poised stone head piece and single

and sculpture. Judging by this
show, women artists don't need
special treatment. Their work can
certainly be exhibited on equal

metal string stretching over the
delicate broken hollow

body, culminating

bowl of the
roughened

in the

metal mbira The supine position
emphasises both sexuality and

terms with male

vulnerability

Pity that the

Women
their

artists.

book publishing house
which sponsors the exhibition does

artists inevitably

express

femaleness and, while

not see

fit to

publish a decent

catalogue!

categonsing can be interesting for
sociological or political inference, in

Portia Stocker, Pride
Stocker applies her

oil paint thickly

in clearly delineated areas

The two

the end what matters

is

that the

individuals regardless of sex

Present, National Gallery,

communicate

August 1994

their experience

convincingly.

boys, smart in their striped shirts,

The
larger than life size heads demand
our attention while the hunched
little shoulders, inertly hanging amis
stare balefully at the viewer

and incomplete bodies convey an
impression of weakness.
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Harare Polytechnic Fine
Art Students Past and

This exhibition represented work
intake of fine art

Is this 'affinnative action'

from the

exhibition necessary? While white

students

Zimbabwean women

Notable was work by Tendai (iumbo

artists

always exhibited alongside

have
their

male counterparts, traditionally
black women were limited to crafts

now

first
(

1

99

1

)

to the present

year Her printed,
and resewn
and mixed media ceramics

in her final

tie-dyed, batiked, cut
textiles

time

show an experimental approach

to

materials and her graphics and
paintings,

much energy and

self

The range of mnovative
ceramics made a welcome change
expression

from the technically perfect bowls
or traditional style pots

commonly

exliihited

Works by Prominent
Contemporary Artists in
Zimbabwe, Gaiiery Deita,
Juiy 1994

(see contents page) created from

Forthcoming exhibitions
and events (provisional)

mixed metals Also on this
exhibition was Richard Jack's work

The Heritage Exhibition opens

Sharing, a successful combination

the National Gallery in

Tapfuma Gutsa exhibited San King

new

at

November

of three simple elements: an

With

anchoring block of polished wood,

both foreign and local selectors, the

an energetic zigzag of rough

National Gallery

to

rescue

textured steel which engages the eye

the standard of the exhibition

which

and diagonal
smoothly carved

in vertical, horizontal

movement, and

a

stone fruit/seed pod mjikmg

its

their

had led

policy of including

is

much

to so

hoping

public cnticisim

in the last

few years

comments

at the

According

Forum meeting,

to

the

offering

selection has been rigorous this year

Young

and the selectors have agreed to a
'walkabout' when they will defend

Artists of Promise,
Gaiiery Deita, August 1994

their

choices

in

discussion with

and the public.

artists

This exhibition showed a range of

work in strongly individualistic
modes of expression by twelve
young artists Cnspen Matekenya
brings movement, humour and

wood in his treatment of
always very human and personal
energy

to

The Goethe

Institute has

commissioned Adda Geiling, Luis
Meque and Richard Jack to do three
large canvases for their
at

162 Harare Street.

the

works

is

new

offices

The theme of

'the city'.

subjects such as Bathing the Child
or The Musician, The Dancers.

ZIm Sculpture (Pachlpamwe)

Workshop

is

being held at

Tapfuma Gutsa's place
in

Shurugwe

at

September/October. Artists from

Zimbabwe and abroad

will include

Vote Thebe and Nicholas

Helen Lleros,

Trit>al

Mukomberanvva There will be an
Open Day For details contact

Land

Taylor

Twelve of Zimbabwe's well-known
artists exhibited including Helen
Lieros

who

is

inheritance, the

at

will

be exhibiting

Gallery Delta in October

visiting

Land she

Zimbabwe from war

devastated Belgrade, says he seeks

incorporates fragments of

newspapers sent from Athens for her
late father, intermeshing them with

National

Rajkovic, a Yugoslavian painter

Greek and the

In Tribal

at the

Pero Rajkovic

exploring the

complexities of her dual

Zimbabwean

Nkomo

Gallery.

Crispen Matekenya, The
Musician,

The Dancers

her vigorous expression of African

to

express in his art something

beyond the
hope

horrific present, to oft'er

colour and myth.

Sylvia Bews-Wrlght, a Canadian
showing work at
Gallery Delta in November. The

painter, will be

exhibition "Partitions" will be

mainly acrylics with strong political
content

Berry Sickle and possibly Fatima

Fernandez will exhibit at Gallerv
November Recently
returned from the Biennale in Cuba
Delta in

and from a period of painting in
Mozambique, Beny should have

some

interesting

work

to

show

Betrayal by Harold Pinter wil be
performed at Gallery Delta in

Richard Jack, Sharing

October, produced by

Graham

Cnitchley
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